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Abstract—For most applications involving cold atom based
quantum sensors such as atom interferometers or optical clocks, a
deployment in outer space is highly desirable or even necessary
in order to meet the stringent requirements on stability and
precision. However, until now one of the main technological
limitations lies in the lack of a space qualifiable technology for
the lasers that are fundamental to such devices. At the FBH,
we are developing a platform based on GaAs diode lasers that
closes this technology gap. We report on the development of
very robust, energy efficient, micro-integrated Master-OscillatorPower-Amplifier (MOPA) and Extended Cavity Diode Laser
(ECDL) modules for the deployment of cold atom based quantum
sensors in space. They fit on micro optical benches not larger
than 80 x 25 mm2 and make use of either already space qualified
or space qualifiable components and integration technologies.
With MOPAs and ECDLs designed for Rubidium BEC and atom
interferometry experiments at 780 nm we achieved an intrinsic
linewidth of 190 kHz at 1 W and of 300 Hz at 35 mW, respectively.
The MOPA module has been successfully vibration tested up
to 8 gRMS random noise, and micro-integrated modules for
1060 nm that are based on the same integration technology have
successfully passed vibration tests up to 29 gRMS and 1500 g pyroshock. Further, we outline the next steps in diode laser system
micro-integration that combine the MOPA and ECDL concepts
with micro-integrated fibre-coupling in a hermetic housing that
allows for space deployment. The technology can be implemented
for wavelengths ranging from the UV to the near-IR, which opens
up the prospect of space borne lasers for future applications such
as inter-stellar navigation and relativistic geodesy.
Index Terms—Semiconductor lasers, micro-optical bench, MOPA,
ECDL, linewidth, packaging, space qualification

I. I NTRODUCTION
Cold atom based quantum sensors are quickly becoming an
indispensable element in fields such as fundamental physics
[1], precision time-keeping [2], [3], geodesy [4] and inertial
sensing [5]. For instance, satellite or inter-stellar navigation
could benefit from both an enhanced performance of GPS
systems via more precise optical atomic clocks and, in regions
where GPS navigation is no more possible, from inertial
navigation techniques based on inertial sensors comprising
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atom interferometers. In order to mature from laboratorybased setups into field-ready devices, cold atom based quantum sensors need to be built into portable, rugged systems
[6]. Moreover, a deployment in space, where environmental
disturbances are reduced to a minimum or conditions for
microgravity experiments are met, allows experimentators to
take full advantage of the potential sensitivity and accuracy of
these sensors [7], [8], [9].
Portable, as well as space based precision quantum optics
sensors depend on the availability of appropriate laser systems.
Depending on the specific application the requirements for the
laser system typically are
(i) that a specific atomic transition frequency is met. The
laser technology concept should provide access to the
full optical spectrum, from near-IR down to UV
(ii) that continuous tunability is provided, typically at the
order of a few to a few tens of GHz
(iii) that the free running spectral stability corresponds to a
short term emission linewidth that ranges between 1 MHz
and 1 kHz on ms time scales
(iv) that the emission frequency can be stabilized well enough,
e.g. down to the sub-Hz level for optical clocks, or
that phase locks with mrad residual phase error can be
implemented
(v) that an output power at the 1 mW to 1 W level can be
provided
(vi) that, specifically for space applications, the laser system
is energy-efficient, compact, and robust
Diode lasers based laser systems fulfill the above-mentioned
specifications. They stand out for their coverage of the full
spectrum between UV and near-IR, either by direct emission
or by frequency conversion, they attain output powers in the
several Watts region, they are energy efficient, they can be
built into very compact and rugged systems and they rest on
fully space qualifiable technologies. In this paper, we present
the different micro-integrated, GaAs-based laser concepts that
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are being developed at the Ferdinand-Braun-Institut for BoseEinstein condensate (BEC) or atom interferometry experiments
in space. We emphasize on laser systems emitting at 780 nm;
however, the laser concepts can be applied to the whole
spectrum covered by GaAs-based diode lasers. The concept
underlying all the laser systems is the micro-integration of
laser chips, optics and in recent devices electronics on a single
AlN ceramic with a footprint not larger than 80 x 25 mm2 .

MO (Pout < 100 mW,Dn FWHM < 200 kHz)

PA (P out > 1 W,
DnFWHM < 200 kHz)

micro-lenses

micro-isolator

II. M ASTER O SCILLATOR P OWER A MPLIFIER
The concept of the micro-optical bench is depicted in
Fig. 1 [10]. The complete laser system is micro-integrated
on a footprint as small as 10 x 50 mm2 . It is based on a
master oscillator power amplifier (MOPA) concept. Distributed
feedback (DFB) laser diodes are used as master oscillators
(MO) that provide narrow linewidth, coherent radiation. The
output beam of the oscillator is collimated by micro-lenses,
passed through a micro-optical isolator, and injected into a
tapered amplifier chip (PA). The amplifier typically consists
of a ridge-waveguide pre-amplifier section that serves as a
mode filter and of a tapered section that boosts the output
of the DFB master laser. The output power versus injection
current characteristics and a spectral map of a MOPA emitting
at 780 nm are depicted in Fig. 2.
The FWHM linewidth corresponds to approximately 1 MHz
(10 µs time scale) and the intrinsic linewidth as derived from
the white noise floor of the frequency noise spectrum lays
below 200 kHz, as shown in Fig. 3. The laser can be tuned by
more then 1 nm.
The system has successfully passed vibration tests that simulate the mechanical load of a sounding rocket launch (8 gRMS ).
As it can be seen in Fig. 4, the power-current characteristics
show no sign of degradation of the performance of the MOPA
module after the vibrations tests. An equivalent system operating at 1060 nm [10] has been successfully vibration tested
at 29 gRMS and pyro-shock tested at 1500 g.
III. E XTENDED C AVITY D IODE L ASER
While the MOPA offers a good compromise between high
output power and relatively narrow linewidth, the ECDL is particularly suited for applications where a narrow linewidth (approximately two orders of magnitude lower than the MOPA)
but output powers not exceeding 100 mW are required.
Fig. 5 depicts a micro-integrated ECDL. The laser resonator,
of an approximate geometrical length of 30 mm, is formed
between the high reflectivity coated front facet of the 1 mm
long ridge-waveguide (RW) laser chip and the external mirror
consisting of a volume holographic Bragg grating (VHBG).
The rear facet of the laser chip is anti reflection coated in
order to avoid the formation of compound cavities. In the
present example, aspherical lenses are used both inside the
resonator and at the laser output to shape the laser beam.
Detailed information on the design and mounting of such
ECDL modules is to be found in [11]. The output power of
such modules reaches just over100 mW, but the laser linewidth
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 1. (a) Micro-optical bench where all semiconductor components and
the optics of the MOPA module are fitted to. The MOPA consists of a
DFB laser as a MO and a power amplifier which comprises of a ridge
waveguide entry and a tapered amplifier section. A pair of aspheric cylindrical
lenses is used to collimate the output of the MO and one more to focus
into the entry section of the PA. A micro-isolator between the MO and the
PA suppresses optical feedback. Three aspheric cylindrical lenses are used
to obtain a round, collimated beam. (b) Packaged micro-integrated MOPA
module with connectors and copper heat sink. The inset shows the oscillator
and the micro lenses used for collimation in more detail.

is improved by almost two orders of magnitude relative to the
MOPA.
IV. N EW GENERATION OF MICRO - INTEGRATED LASER
BENCHES

A new generation of diode laser modules, micro-integrated
on a structured AlN ceramic having a footprint of 80 x 25 mm2
and including on-board discrete electronics for enhanced functionalities such as HF modulation or temperature feedback
control has recently been developed at the Ferdinand-BraunInstitut. A picture of an ECDL of the new generation is shown
in Fig 6. Such a device achieves output powers above 50 mW
and its intrinsic linewidth has been measured to be as low as
300 Hz
V. O UTLOOK
For a full-scale deployment in long-term space missions,
the micro-integrated laser benches need to be shielded from
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Fig. 4. Power-current characteristics as a function of the injection current
in the MO (current of RW and tapered sections of PA kept respectively at
200 mA and 2000 mA. Operating temperature of 39.2 C) of a MOPA module
emitting at 780 nm before and after 8 gRMS vibration tests.
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Fig. 2. Electro-optical characteristics of a MOPA module emitting at 780 nm:
(a) Output power as a function of injection current into the tapered section of
the PA for injection currents of 150 mA in the MO and 200 mA in the ridgewaveguide (RW) section of the PA, and (b) spectral mappings vs. injection
current in the MO for injection currents of 200 mA and 1500 mA respectively
in the RW and tapered sections of the PA. In both cases the operating
temperature was 18.9 C
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Fig. 3. FWHM and intrinsic linewidths of a MOPA module emitting at
780 nm for varying output powers of the MO

external disturbances in the harsh space environment. In this
respect, a packaging concept is currently being developed,
where the AlN micro optical-bench will be sealed into a
housing that protects it from mechanical shocks and moisture.
A series of thermoelectric coolers placed inside the housing
thermally stabilize the laser chips and AlN bench. An on-board
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Fig. 5.
Photograph of the micro-integrated ECDL. An AlN base plate
is mounted on a copper heat sink. The laser chip, lenses, and a microthermoelectric cooler (µ-TEC) that carries the volume holographic Bragg
grating (VHBG) are all micro-integrated on the AlN base plate.

fiber coupling concept is being simultaneously developed in
order to hermetically feed the output laser beam out of the
housing to a FC/APC end connector via a single-mode, polarisation maintaining fiber. Low frequency and high frequency
electrical signals are fed into the setup via custom-designed
hermetic feedthroughs.
A new design of the AlN micro optical benches that supports
an ECDL-MOPA, i.e., a MOPA laser where the MO consists of
an ECDL, is being developed. The narrow emission linewidth
of the ECDL can thus be combined with the high output power
of the MOPA. An output power at the fiber connector output
in excess of 1 W and a Lorentzian linewidth in the region of
10 kHz at an emission wavelength of 780 nm are expected. Fig.
7 depicts a principle sketch of the packaged micro-integrated
ECDL-MOPA.
VI. C ONCLUSION
We have given an overview on the micro-integrated laser
benches that have been or are currently being developed at
the Ferdinand-Braun-Institut for integration into experiments
with cold atom based quantum sensors in space. Emphasis
has been put on MOPA systems at the emission wavelength
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Fig. 6. Photograph of the micro-integrated ECDL of the new generation.
The resonator lies between the high reflective front facet of the laser chip and
the external VHBG. An optical isolator placed in front of the output facet
prevents parasitic feedback into the laser.

Fig. 7. CAD drawing of the next generation laser modules currently being
developed by FBH. The drawing shows an ECDL-MOPA that will deliver
more than 1 W of optical power at 780 nm with a short term (100 µs) linewidth
of less than 100 kHz and a Lorentzian linewidth at the 10 kHz level. UHF
coaxial feedthroughs provide access to all control and sensor lines. Front
and rear ports of the laser are fibre-coupled. The housing takes a volume of
120 cm3 . The complete module weights about 500 grams with about 80% of
the weight being contributed by the housing.

of 780 nm, but the micro-integration concept applies to the
whole spectrum accessible to GaAs-based diode lasers. A new
generation of micro-optical benches with discrete electronics
mounted on board has been introduced. The linewidth of an
ECDL of this generation has been measured to be lower than
1 kHz. Further improvements of the laser systems via hermetic
packaging, on-board fiber coupling and new laser concepts
such as the ECDL-MOPA shall pave the way for a full-scale
deployment in future space missions.
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